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Founded on innovation
Te Pari Products is a family owned and
operated New Zealand based company,
established in 1979. It has warehouses in
Australia and USA combined with a global
network of distributors and dealers. In the
years since the company’s inception a strong
innovative streak has led to many new
products and innovation awards. Today the
company continues to invest heavily in R&D
while expanding its global markets.
Te Pari is a Maori (native people of New
Zealand) phrase meaning “The cliff” or “The
bluff” and was taken from the name of the
farm in NZ where the company originally
started. Today Te Pari’s global head quarters
are located in Oamaru, a small town of

around 13,750 people in the Waitaki district
of the South Island of New Zealand. 2015
saw Te Pari officially open a new 4,400
square metre (47,000 ft2) “purpose built”
production and office facility. Today the
company is still in family ownership and
continues to expand its product lines and build
upon it’s heritage of innovation and reliability.

WHY WEIGH
YOUR CATTLE?
Weighing your livestock replaces guess work with facts!
By making the right decisions on things like feed and
health treatments, you maximize the return on your
investment in each animal

Benefits of Te Pari Scales…

RECORD ANIMAL ID’s
Whatever your cattle operation, if you’re already weighing your
cattle, by recording the animal ID (electronic or visual tag) at
the same time, the scale can provide you with vital weight gain
information. This helps you monitor growth performance and
provides early indicators of ill health.
PHONE APPLICATION
A handy smart phone App allows you to download your weighing
and animal ID records to your iPhone or Android device and email
to the office. The T20 model indicator also allows the animal
weights to be streamed live to your mobile device
PRECISION ANIMAL HEALTH
The innovative animal health feature auto-calculates the exact
drench dose and displays it on screen allowing the user to
administer the exact dosage. This reduces under dosing which
causes resistance and eliminates over dosing which is costly and
wasteful. The Te Pari Weigh Scale also connects wirelessly to the
Te Pari Revolution Dosing Gun and Vaccinator, taking animal dosing
into the digital age
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T10 Weigh Scale
The T10 indicator is an entry level management indicator that allows you
to collect and store animal ID’s. It also provides basic vital chute side
information such as rate of gain and animal health dose rates.

ALL TE PARI SCALES FEATURE

Compatible with Te Pari Dosing Gun
using Wi-Fi connection
Auto animal health dose calculation
Favourites to store your setups
Auto adjusting screen back light
Memory - 30,000 records in 99 files
Bluetooth connectivity for EID wand readers
Tag recording options (EID, VID or both)
Automatic incrementing of VID numbers
Premises ID field
Standard statistics reporting including; Weight
gain, minimum, maximum and summary
Phone app for download and forwarding of records
PC software for record editing and evaluation
Internal rechargeable NiMH battery
Metric and Imperial measures and
multi language support

Wi-Fi

All our indicator models are
compatible with the Revolution
Dosing and Injector Guns
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Easy data transfer with Te Pari Connect phone app

WEIGH SYSTEMS
Te Pari Scale Indicators

T20 Weigh Scale

This technically advanced indicator with full sorting ability provides and stores
a range of detailed data as the base for a modern livestock management system.
The Te Pari T20 provides the flexibility and features you need including an
innovative animal health dosage output which helps you to save dosing costs.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF THE T20

All the features of the T10 PLUS
Phone application provides advanced statistics
Phone app includes live weight screen
- your smart phone displays animal weights
in real time
Manual and automatic sorting up to 9 ways
Fully compatible with Te Pari sheep and
cattle automatic sorters
Hold mode for sorting - This allows any sort
range to hold an animal rather than auto
release - Allowing the operator time to inspect
the animal
3x code fields for additional animal data
Advanced statistics reporting including full sort
data "what if" sorting and more

“The number one benefit for cattle producers that use Te Pari Scales is the
savings in time and money. The Health Mode saves time when it comes to
vaccinating cattle since it tells you on screen the proper dose amounts based on
each animal’s exact weight. By recording the animal tags the scale will give us
the rate of gain. This means we know exactly how much each animal is gaining
per day and which cows are worth retaining or marketing.
I am really impressed with their new Revolution Dosing Gun. It makes pour-on and
drenching really easy with the battery powered squeeze. It’s great not having a sore
hand after working through a couple of hundred animals.
When connected to the Te Pari Scale, the auto-dose calculation on the Revolution
Dosing Gun cuts down the on the time in the chute for low stress cattle handling.
With the price of the vaccines and cattle both high these days it is important that the
correct dose is given for each animal that comes across the scale. Therefore, you aren’t
over dosing or under dosing“
Seth Amos, Amos Cattle Company, Ohio

9 way manual and
automatic sorting

Wi-Fi
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All scales feature easy data transfer
with the TE PARI CONNECT phone app

All Te Pari scales have built in Wi-Fi and an innovative app which
allows you to transfer data seamlessly from your scale to your smart
phone, tablet or other mobile device. Downloaded files can be emailed
on to your office from the app - no need to remove the indicator.
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Unique Te Pari Scale Indicator
Favourites feature:

This allows you to save the current scale indicator setup as a favourite with its
own name for quick and easy recall in the future. This is ideal when the scale
indicator is used on different equipment or at a different site. Whatever your
situation the favourites feature lets you store all your common setups avoiding
chute side delays and frustrations.
Whatever your situation the favourites feature lets you store all your common
setups, then recall and load them, quickly and easily, when required.

SETUP PAGE 1 OF 3
CURRENT FAVORITE:

CATTLE

NAME/SAVE FAVORITE:

CATTLE

BACKLIGHT MODE:

AUTO

SET DRAFT TYPE:

WEIGHT

HEALTH MODE:

HEALTH

DRAFTING SETUP:

SET HEALTH

1

SET HEALTH

2

TYPE:

CALCULATED DOSE:

TYPE:

CALCULATED DOSE:

PRESS SELECT
1

ON

CYDECTIN
10ML /

0200LB

DRAXXIN

10ML / 0877LB

WEIGH SYSTEMS
Weigh Platforms

Aluminium Cattle Platform
with fully integrated load cells
An aluminium weigh platform that is ideal for the regular
weighing of cattle in an alley or portable tub.
The light weight design means it’s easy to lift and can be stored
inside when not in use. Fits most types of weigh scales.
SPECS

Size: 24” x 88” x 6”
Weight: 77 lb appx
Cable storage system
2,205 lb load capacity (1,000 kg)

“After processing several thousand head
through this system we have found that the
Te Pari Revolution Dosing gun and T20 Scale
work great together and make for smooth
accurate dosing of parasite control products”
Race King
LaCense Montana
Dillon
Montana
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EASY FIT
LOAD CELL
SYSTEM
Made to suit 2W and Silencer
hydraulicChutes, the Easy Fit Load Cell
System provides a fast and effective solution to
upgrade your hydraulic chute to full weigh capability.
The low profile cells mount the chute just 2½” off the
ground for improved cattle flow. The compact design also
minimises trip hazards in the working area, improving safety.

One of the four fully
cabled load cells
included in the
Easy Fit System

FEATURES

8,800 lb capacity
Compact design fits close to chute chassis
to prevent trip hazards
Low profile design mounts chute - just 2½” off the ground
Easy to fit and install
Cables protected with stainless steel coil
Junction box prewired for easy plug and play fitting
SUITS

Silencer HDand Rancher models (4 x 2”)
Silencer Commercial Pro models (4 x 3”)

For the total
“Fit and Go” solution
add a 100%
compatible Te Pari
Weigh Scale indicator

2W Hydraulic models (2 x 2”)

A simple yest effective “slide on and lock”
design makes load cell installation easy

The prewired junction box takes the 4 loadcell
cables and outputs a 13’ single cable to the
scale indicator

WEIGH SYSTEMS
Load bars and cells\

24” and 32”
Standard Loadbars

Te Pari Standard 24” (600 mm) and 32”
(800 mm) loadbars are made from hot dip
galvanised steel and designed for use under
platforms, crates and chutes.
FEATURES

Weigh capacity of up to 4,410 lb (2,000 kg)

24” 600 mm

Heavy duty 20 ft cables as standard
Stainless steel loadcells
Tough and fully weatherproof
Sealed in cables to eliminate
moisture points

32” 800 mm

40” Heavy Duty Loadbars
All the features of our Standard Loadbars PLUS - Our HD loadbars are designed for use
with the largest, most energetic livestock.
Unique stainless steel “ball and socket”
system to protect the load cells from harsh
vibrations from restless large stock.
FEATURES

Weigh up to 8,820 lb (4,000 kg)
Stainless Steel Loadcells
Designed for manual and
hydraulic chutes
Super tough
Loadcells are mounted
longitudinally for added durability
40” (1,000 mm) long

40” 1000 mm
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Revolution Dosing Gun

Smart and Standard Models
One of the most used tools in the Livestock producer’s arsenal is the
common dosing gun. The average farmer doses their stock at least several
times a year while the common manual dosing gun struggles to last
through a single run! The New Te Pari Revolution Dosing Gun is a new
generation of dosing technology; designed to overcome the issues common
to dosing guns.
It is set to become the new standard for progressive efficient livestock
producers the world over!
The Smart Model Gun is electronically powered and calibrated and features
a direct Wi-Fi connection to the Te Pari Weigh Scale System where the dose
rate is calculated automatically based on the animal’s actual weight.
The correct dose amount is transmitted by the weigh scale to the Gun using
Wi-Fi where an accurate dose is applied to the animal.
By applying a precision dose based on the animal’s actual weight the
Revolution Dosing Gun reduces the costly wastage of overdosing and
reduces the likelihood of product resistance caused by under dosing.
Existing dosing guns are difficult to squeeze particularly when dosing large
animals, but with the Revolution Dosing Gun you click the trigger and the
gun does the work. It is well balanced and reduces operator strain from
repetitive use.
Without connection to the Te Pari
Weigh Scale the Standard Model
Gun can be used as a powered
applicator with dose rates quickly
selected manually on the screen.
The Te Pari Revolution Dosing
Gun…An efficient, labour saving
and innovative delivery system for
progressive livestock producers!

Ideal for pour-on
or oral drenching

THE REVOLUTION
Electronic Dosing Gun

THE WORLD’S FIRST

DOSING GUN

FOR DRENCH OR POUR ON

THAT ‘THINKS’
FOR ITSELF!
FEATURES

Statistics button shows delivered doses and volume used
Auto calibration on the Smart G20 model and
manual calibration on the Standard G10
Sound alert for completed dose
Display screen show dose amount and battery level
Variable plunger speed for different viscosity liquids
Range of applicators to cover varying tasks
Prime button to prime the barrel before use
BENEFITS

Battery Powered for ease of use and reduced hand strain
Improved medication performance with exact weight based dose
Eliminates costly over dosing
Reduces product resistance caused by under dosing
Fast refill and delivery with less spitting when dosing
SPECS

Barrel Size: 70 ml, Dose Accuracy: +/-0.2 ml,
Battery Life: of 2,000 shots approx. (50 ml)
Dose size: 5 ml – 99 ml (70 ml or more in 2 shots)
Included: Stainless steel nozzle for pour on and oral drenching
Optional: 14 ml barrel; T-bar for back lining; Fixed hook
Models: G10 Standard model with manual calibration
G20 Smart model with automatic calibration.

SEE IT IN ACTON ONLINE
Search - YouTube Te Pari
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Revolution Injector

Electronic Vaccination Gun

Put the future of powered injection technology
to work in your beef or dairy operation with the
Te Pari Revolution Injector!
The Te Pari Revolution Injector is a high-workload, battery powered,
easy-to-use, hand-held and fully portable device that assures delivery of
injectable medications in a variety of livestock species, including cattle and
sheep. Because the device is light-weight and fully portable, an entire herd
or flock can be injected quickly and efficiently. The V10 Standard model is
designed for manual calibration on the digital keypad while the V20 Smart
model receives an auto calculated dose rate from the Te Pari scale for
weigh dependant medications.
The Te Pari Revolution Injector is powered by twin lightweight
rechargeable Li-ion batteries capable of 1000+ injections per charge,
making it ideal for large volume producers.
In addition to improving injection speed, the Revolution Injector also
prevents repetitive hand strain and injuries often suffered by workers. Only
minimal force is needed to pull the trigger, allowing for delivery of large
quantities of injections without fatigue. Combined with complete freedom
of movement for the individual
delivering injections (no additional
components are needed such as air
lines or compressors), this translates
to improved injection performance
and efficiency.

The Te Pari Injector Gun operates
in the same fashion as the
Te Pari Dosing Gun and comes in
its own carry and storage case

THE REVOLUTION
Electronic Injector Gun

THE FUTURE OF

POWERED

VAX

INJECTION TECHNOLOGY

IS HERE!
FEATURES

Statistics button shows delivered doses and volume used
Electronically controlled dosage 1.0 – 28 ml
(adjustable in .1 ml increments)
Standard 14 ml Barrel with integrated inlet/outlet valve
Sound alert for completed dose
Ability to draw from larger bottles through standard tubing
BENEFITS

Able to perform over 1,000 injections per battery charge,
eliminating down-time and increasing efficiency.
The injector can administer any vaccine or medication
intramuscularly, subcutaneously or intra-dermally/trans-dermally
Does not require an external power source such as CO2 or
compressed air, with no connection to heavy tanks, bottles,
regulators or power cords.
SPECS

Barrel Size: 14 ml, Dose Accuracy: +/-0.2 ml
Battery Life: Over 1,000 10 ml shots appx.
Dose size: .1 ml – 28 ml (14 ml or more in 2 shots)
Optional 70 ml barrel for pour on and drench
Models: V10 Standard model with manual calibration
V20 Smart model with automatic calibration.

New
2017
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iStick iST-3
The powerful portable iSTICK-3 reader is developed for use in harsh
environments such as stock yards, sale yards and abattoirs.
The iSTICK-3 offers some unique features such as dual power mode,
the additional read LED at the tip and an additional Class 1 Bluetooth
interface for wireless communication.
It is perfectly balanced for operating comfort and has a permanent read
mode with animal counter for situations where fast reading is required.
FEATURES

Permanent scan mode for quick mob count – no need to push
a button for every animal
L arge easy to read screen – view EID numbers and stock tallies
easily LED light at end of a stick to confirm read
Weather proof to IP 67
Display visual tag number on screen after EID tag read
Display alerts from pre-loaded list

W www.tepari.com

P 800 315 0433
E sales.usa@tepari.com
Your local Te Pari Dealer

TE PARI PRODUCTS LTD

USA

Postal: PO Box 25, Oamaru, 9444

Ph: 800 315 0433
Sales Email: sales.usa@tepari.com

Physical: 9 Endeavour Crescent,
Oamaru, 9400, New Zealand.
Ph: +64 3 433 0077
Fax: +64 3 434 8859

AUSTRALIA

Global Website: www.tepari.com

Sales Email: sales.au@tepari.com

Ph: 1800 650 682
Fax: 1800 669 205

Follow
us on

